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Dispatch of Generating Units

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=7590



Topic One



Ratemaking Under Cost-of-Service Regulation

Revenue Requirement

Cost of Service

Rate Design



Purpose

◦

◦

◦



Additional Objectives

Align prices with the 
costs of serving 

consumers.

Revenue sufficiency, rate 
stability, and 
predictability

Discourage wasteful use 
of electricity

Environmental protection 
and reduce pollution 

Fairness in the allocation 
of costs among 

customers

Avoid undue 
discrimination (minimize 

subsidies)

Promote innovation and 
respond to changing 

demand-supply patterns

Simplicity, certainty, 
convenience of payment, 

economy in collection, 
understandability, public 
acceptance, feasibility in 

application

Use price as a signal to 
promote economically-
efficient consumption 

behavior

Advance economic 
development goals

Customer Acceptance
There may be conflicts 

among these objectives

An old reference: James Bonbright, Principles of Public Utility Rates, 1961. I have updated his list a little.



Tariff Sheets









Rates, a Breakdown











Billing Units or Billing Determinants













To determine rates, we need to divide costs (the numerator) by a denominator



Billing Units or Billing Determinants



 For street lighting, the number of bulbs 

might be a billing determinant.

To determine rates, we need to divide costs by a denominator



Development of Rates from Costs and Billing Determinants

Adjusted test year values vs. 
projected values?

Adjustments to billing determinants 
for “known and measurable” or 

“reasonably predictable” changes 
from test-year actual values?

Reference:  Ken Costello, Future Test Years: Challenges Posed for State Utility Commissions, NRRI, 2013.



Assuming the standard practice involves adjustments to the 
actual billing determinants in an historical test year. . . .











The Mechanics

Use the revenue requirement or cost of service for each customer class or 
rate class.

Determine what type of rates will be charged to recover cost of service 
from each class.  (For example, will demand charges be used to recover 
demand-related costs from residential energy consumers?)

What level of annual costs will be recovered through which charges?

For each class, divide costs to be recovered through each charge by the 
billing determinants applicable to each charge to obtain a rate. 



Examine how the Cost-of-
Service study classified costs as 

customer-related, energy-
related, demand-related, etc.

Costs may be incurred for 
numerous reasons: to generate 

electricity, to fund power 
plants, provide transmission 

and distribution infrastructure, 
to fund metering and billing 

functions, etc.

But we also need to consider metering 
capabilities.  We can’t recover 
residential demand-related costs via a 
demand charge if the utility uses older 
metering systems.



Rate Adjustments

• Fuel costs

• Purchased Power costs

• Energy efficiency program costs

• Taxes

Some components 
of cost-of-service 

may be adjusted on 
a periodic basis 

between general 
rate cases

This is often achieved through Rate 
Riders or Adjusters 

For costs and rates subject to periodic adjustment, there 
may be a regulatory review and reconciliation in a 

subsequent rate case or other regulatory proceeding where 
prudence and reasonable and necessary standards are 

applied.



Are there Policies to Promote Energy Efficiency which Impact 
Rates?

Electric Decoupling Plans Lost Revenue Adjustment Mechanisms

Note:  I’m not sure how “updated” these maps are.



Are there Policies to Promote Energy Efficiency which Impact 
Rates?



Adjustments or true-ups are undertaken to 

compensate the utility for the earnings 

foregone as a result of its investment in 

energy efficiency





ensure that the utility receives its allowed 
revenues or margins

Bottom line:  These regulatory mechanisms are likely to complicate rate-setting.



Topic Two



Rate Structures can be used to provide Price Signals









Inclining Block Pricing

The more you 
consume, the higher 
your average price.  

Advantages:

• Promotes energy 
conservation

• You can implement 
this using old 
metering technology 
that just measures 
cumulative 
consumption

Disadvantages:

• Does not reflect 
temporal changes in 
the cost of providing 
the utility service



Southern California Edison (old)



Seasonal Rates



Metering Systems Matter









Advanced Metering Systems Enable Temporal Pricing

With advanced 
meters, you 

measure and store 
consumption 

information for 
every hour or 15-

minute period.

You can retrieve 
the usage 

information 
remotely.  No need 
for a meter reader.

You can also detect 
outages – locations 

where the meter 
can’t be read.

This enables many 
more pricing 

options.



Time of Use (TOU) Pricing











Southern California Edison’s TOU rates



TOU Tariff with Dynamic Super-Peak Price (Combine TOU 
and Critical Peak pricing)

Figure 2. Example TOU Tariff with Super-Peak Price
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Critical Peak Pricing









Interruptible Service

Tariff Example 
from Wisconsin

Customers subscribe to
lower reliability service 
in return for a lower price.

Provides a means of rationing
electricity when there is a
shortage of generation.

In some jurisdictions, no need
to hold reserves to meet
the needs of interruptible
energy consumers.

In some markets, can be used
as an operating reserve.



For Consumers with Rooftop Solar

monthly

?



Subsidized Rates for Lower Income Consumers? 









Prepayment



How High to Make the Customer Charge?









Residential Demand Charges?















How Should Demand be Measured?

 





Other Rate Design Issues that Often Arise in Rate Cases













And, Finally, Gradualism








Topic Three



In some areas of the 
U.S., retail prices are no 
longer set by regulatory 

agencies

Annual 
Electric Power Industry Report

What do price 
structures 
look like when retailers 
in a competitive 
market set them?

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia861
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia861


Yet, I should note that interest in ‘customer choice’ in the 
U.S. may be on the decline

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

In states with residential retail choice programs, customers can elect to purchase 

their electricity directly from their choice of energy suppliers, with the electricity 

delivered to them by their local utility. The number of customers participating in 

retail choice programs peaked at 17.2 million customers (13% of total residential 

customers) in 2014 and has since declined, reaching 16.2 million customers 

(12% of the national total) in 2016 and 16.7 million customers (13% of the 

national total) in 2017. 



In Areas Opened to Competition



In areas opened to Retail Competition









Increasing or Declining Block Pricing?



In areas opened to Retail Competition



In areas opened to Retail Competition



In areas opened to Retail Competition

From TXU



In areas opened to Retail Competition

From Direct Energy



Competitive Retailers are Offering a Good Variety 
of Residential Rate Options

 Time-of-Use

 Variable rate 

 Renewable

 Prepay

 minimum usage 



Pricing to Industrial Energy Consumers in areas opened to 
competition



Pricing to Industrial Energy Consumers in areas opened to 
competition





The number of customers 
in the Texas competitive 
retail market (ERCOT) on 
pricing plans designed to 
promote demand response



Observations regarding Pricing in Restructured Retail Markets











Topic Four



Matching Prices to Costs













Reference:  Bohn, Caramanis, Schweppe, Optimal pricing in electrical 
networks over space and time, Rand J of Economics, 1984.



Real-Time Pricing










Matching Prices to Costs

Indeed, many large 
industrial energy consumers 
(and, even some residential 
consumers) buy power from 
the real-time market.  

Moreover, some retailers 
are providing (or formerly 
provided, in Texas) 
wholesale power access to 
residential consumers.  But, 
at least today, there are a lot 
of complications.  



Matching Prices to Costs: Some impediments



Matching Prices to Costs
Impediment:  Metering











Matching Prices to Costs Impediment: Recovery 
of Transmission, Distribution, and administrative 
Costs





Impediment: Middlemen









Impediment: Consumers’ Goals

Do consumers want constantly-changing prices?  Or 
price stability?  Prices change every 5 minutes for 
generators (and often every 15 minutes on the demand 
side of the market) in wholesale markets in the U.S.

Would it place a burden on consumers to monitor and 
respond to constantly-changing prices?  Some of the 
“enabling technology” that would help consumers to 
automatically respond to prices is still in its infancy.

It might be economically-rational for risk-averse 
consumers to pay for a “hedged” or locked-in fixed 
price that doesn’t fluctuate over time.



Impediment:  Prices can get high
 

  
Follow 

Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton wipes 

out Griddy customers’ electric bills 

totaling $29.1 million 

DALLAS — Griddy Energy customers are off the hook for their outrageous electric bills, 

according to Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton.  

The attorney general’s office sued Griddy under the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act on 

behalf of 24,000 customers who have a cumulative $29.1 million unpaid electric bills from 

the week of freezing temperatures in Texas last month. 

The action Paxton took was to release Griddy’s former customers from the Griddy’s 

bankruptcy, which it filed for Monday in Houston. Texas won’t move forward with its state 

court lawsuit and investigation, and “Griddy will work with it in good faith to resolve these 

matters,” the attorney general said. 

Griddy sold electric plans with rates tied to the spot price of power on the Texas grid, and 

that was allowed to go to a maximum price of $9,000 a megawatt hour during the winter 

storm, up from about $25 or $30 under normal conditions. Customers couldn’t switch to 

another company’s fixed plan fast enough and ended up with unprecedented electric bills. 

 



Topic Five

Reference:  Chao, H. and R. Wilson (1987) "Priority Service: Pricing, 
Investment and Market Organization,“ American Economic Review, 77 
(5): 899-916.



Priority Pricing











Interruptible and Curtailable service











Can we do this with residential electricity service?













Final Thoughts



Thank you



APPENDIX: Some Definitions



Some Basic Definitions









Definitions



Locational Marginal Price (LMP)







Definitions

 Power Factor 

Source of image:  National Electrical Contractors Association

Beer is active power (kW)—the 
useful power, or the liquid beer, is 
the energy that is doing work. This 
is the part you want.
Foam is reactive power (kVAR)—the 
foam is wasted power or lost 
power. It’s the energy being 
produced that isn't doing any 
work, such as the production of 
heat or vibration.
The mug is apparent power (kVA)—
the mug is the demand power, or 
the power being delivered by the 
utility.



Peak Demand: CP vs. NCP

 



An couple additional topics, if I have some time left. . . .

 The Smart Grid and Pricing in 

Distribution Networks





Prologue









Impetus











Let’s look at the key functions











Optimal Dispatch of both Generation and Loads 
(Demand)

















If we have retail prices based on a lot of averaging. . . .  
If we don’t properly reflect distribution system costs in 
time-varying prices









Using a Smart Grid







The Types of Response that Could be Achieved











 You have no economic incentive to program your appliances to take these actions now.  (And, you might 

not have an incentive to buy that Tesla PowerWall energy storage device unless you are on dynamic 

pricing or value reliability very highly.)  But if you faced real-time prices that reflected all generation, 

transmission, and distribution costs, you might.



If a distribution utility calculates distribution prices and an 
ISO calculates wholesale prices. . . .





If a distribution utility calculates distribution prices and an 
ISO calculates wholesale prices. . . .





Peer-to-Peer Energy Collectives

 Imagine you could produce your own electricity by installing solar panels on the roof, and 

share leftover energy with friends or neighbors who need it. Not only will you be helping the 

planet by generating and using green energy, but you will also be supporting people in your 

community. Like AirBnb and Uber, peer-to-peer energy trading allows people to sell 

electricity to others directly.

 Peer-to-peer energy trading is being tested in many places, from London (United Kingdom), 

where residents in social housing exchange energy left over from their share of a communal 

solar panel with each other, to Medellín (Colombia), where residents of disadvantaged areas 

sell self-produced energy to residents of wealthier areas.

Source: International Energy Agency



Peer-to-Peer Energy Collectives

Source: International Energy Agency



Energy Collectives
The math problem here is to find
optimal ways of “sharing” resources, 
such as solar generation, wind generation,
energy storage to meet the energy needs 
of the community.

There are dispatch (operations) and investment
problems.

Perhaps this is interconnected to a larger
grid.  Perhaps it isn’t.
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